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Pr6csenyi (1995)suggested the use of concentration analysis for studying the pattem of indicator values. During the analysis the researcherhas to make decisions in some questions
and thesejudgements-may influence the final results. The effect of two decisions will be discussedin-this paper: 1..How many species-SrouPsto be used? 2. \ /hich indicator values
should belonglo-the same group? The different partitions of species,which seem to be biologically meiingful in theory,-may yield different results. We concluded that the use of
feier gto.tps ^u! b" -or" favourable, becausethe preliminary conditions of 12test are fulfilled more frequlntly in this case.Conceming grouping, the distribution of F values in any
relev6-groupsshoulibe unimodal, but innon-equilibrium casesthe bimodality may be biologically meaningful.
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Introduction
The use of indicator values in vegetation researchbecamewidespread
following Ellenberg's works (Ellenberg L950, Ellenberg et al. 7991).
Precs6nyi called attention several times (Z6lyomi and Pr6cs6nyi 1964'
Pr6cs6nyi 1996)to the fact that the indicator numbers are iust symbols and
are not ieal values.The equal, smaller, bigger relations on the ordinal scale
could be applied, butwe maynot do any other mathematicaloPeration(for
example: iveraging them) with these "numbers". Z6lyomi and Pr6cs6nyi
Gg&r,and Pr6cs6nyi (1995,1996)gaveinformation about the right statistical analysiswith the indicator values.SomeexamPlesfor the correct aPPlication of the indicator values were Siven in Z6lyomi et al. (1988),Pr6cs€nyi
(1995),Borhidi and D6nes(lggn,Morschhauser and salamon-Albert G99n.
Generally, the aim of the researchersis describing the changesof indicator value patterns with as few variates asPossible'The use of averageindicator values may be strongly criticized from a mathematical point of
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view (seeabove).To solve this problem pr6cs6nyi (1995)suggestedthe use
of concentration analysis. This method was developed by p-eoliand orl6ci
(1979)for analysing the relationship between the groups of speciesand the
groups of relev6s.Pr6cs6nyi(1995)pointed out that if specits are divided
into_groupsbasedon their indicator values, the pattern of indicator values
can be analysedby concentration analysis.
Duing the analysis the researcher has to make decisions which mav
influence the final results. The effect of the following two decisions will bL
discussedin this paper:
- How many species-groupsto be used?
- Which indicator values should belong to the
samegroup?
The data set that consistsof relev6swhich were madl inJen associations at the Malom v{gr (near cluj-Napoca, Romania) in different years
(Ruprecht and Botta-Duk6t 2000)are used to answer these questions.The
groups of relev6sapplied in theseanalysesare listed in Tablgl. The indicator values for moisture (I /) and acidity (R) were developed by Borhidi
(1995).In
oJ
5a9e specieswhich did not occur in Hungary the work of
Sandaet al. (1983)was used.
Table1

rhe datasetusedin thisPaperi"frl#[::_ffihilade
Groups
of relev6s

Association

Year

No
of relevds

at theMalomvaltey(near

Source

I

CE

II

CE

1956

2

Pop etal.1962

ilI

CE

196l

5

Pop et al. 1962

ry

CE

1998

T4

V

IS

1956

J

Pop et al.1962

VI

IS

196l

2

Pop et al.1952

VII

IS

r998

8

Ruprecht and Botta-Dukdt 2000

VIII

C

1961.

2

Pop et al. 1962

x

C

798.8

4

Ruprecht and Botta-Duk & 20A0

X

CE.p

7956

3

Pop et aI.1962

t94W

11

506 1949

Ruprecht and Botta-Duk 6t 2W0

Description of the area^and_associations
see Ruprecht and Botta-Du.k{t (2000).
Abbrevations: CE = Carici l.laa.a9-Eriophore.tuni
latifglii, lS = lunco obiusiftiri-Schoenetum
nigricantis, C = Cladietumnurixi , Cecp= Carici
paniceae
ftaoaekrioplnretii laiyilii *hr*"*
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Concentration analYsis
The main point of the method is I
ber of occurrencesof speciesbelongi
longing to relev€-group k. The valur
cies-groupi and relev6-group k. Elimi
(F;J have to be used in the analysis (Or16ciand Kenkel1985):

F
-

{+.
$
z. LIil

r

l^

8=r h=r

J ik

--

Pihr $
F

$ /"
;iP rq,

where: n = number of species-8rouPs,rz = number of relev6-grouPs,Pj=
numberofspeciesbelongingtogtoupj,4t=numberofrelev6sbelongingto
group k.
it Ut" analysis we regard F as a contingency table although this matrix
may contain frictions. First the independenceof species-groupingand th9
grolping of relev6sis statistically tested.If they are independent from each
other F will not differ from F! significantly:

,"

r0

irniro

i=l

t=l

LL,N

1 = 1k = t

(Feoli and Orl6ci 1979)or G2test
This hypothesis can be tested by 26'z
(Pr6csdnyi tggS).If F significantly differs from F the matrix F will be analysed by correspondenceanalysis.The scoresof species-and relev6-grouP:
in the iu*e -ittlz, nl-l dimensional ordination sPaceand the canonical
correlation coefficientsbetween scoresare obtained this way. The sum of
canonical correlation coefficients are connected with the It value computed earlier:

x z = F R f + F R l + . . .+ r . . R !
where: S = minlm, nl-L, Rr= canonical correlation between fust scoresof
species-groupsand first scoresof relev6-grouPs,F.. = the grand total of F.
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The )C'valuecan be taken to components.The values of canonicalcorrelation coefficients show the importance of the axes.If the value of F. .R I is
smaller than the appropriate critical value of X' distribution with
(m-L)(n-l) degreeof freedom, thelth axis maybe left out of consideration.

The number of species-groups
The indicator values for moisture (VV)are used here to demonstrate
the effect of number of species-groups(on the analysis).In the caseof indicator values for soil reaction (R) we got similar results.
Two different numbers of groups wete compared. In the first caseonly
the extremely small groups (WBl and \4IB2)are amalgamated. So the number of species-groupswas nine. In the secondcasethe speciesare divided
into three groups in the following way:
- xerofrequent group (W81, WB2, WB3, WB4)
- mesofrequent group (W85, WB6, WB7)
-hygrofrequent group (W88, WB9, WB10)
We were showing above that the concentration analysis strongly corresponded with the 12test. The preliminary condition of the test is that the
empirical distribution of any F,*value must not differ from the normal distribution substantially.Fiuhas a binomial distribution with two parameters
distribution p and F.. . If F.. is large enough and p is not too small the binomial distributionwill not differ fromthenormal distribution substantially.
This fact is the theoretical basis for using 12test (Yule and Kendall 1957).
This preliminary condition of the test is likely not to be fulfilled entirely.
F.. was about 1000in the data set used here. Our preliminary studies
showed thatif F.. = 1.000utdp < 0.005the asymmetry of binomial distribution would not be negligible. The exactvalue of.p was not known, but p* =
Fik/F.. is an undistorted estimation of p. When the specieswere divided
into nine groups there were L7cellswhere p* was lessthan 0.005.However,
when only three species-groups formed the preliminary conditions of the
test were ftrlfilled entirely in all cases.
The effect of the lack of preliminary conditions can be examined by
null-models, In our casetwo different null-models could be used. In both
casesthe group membershipsof specieswere randomized. In the first case
the size of groups did not change (fixed group size method), in the other
caseonly the number of groups was fixed (random group size method). In
both cases10,000permutations of species-groupswere made.
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First the appropriate null-model had tobe selectedfrom the two possibilities discussedabove.For this reasonthe significancelevels basedon hypothetical 262
distribution and based on randomizatton were compared in
the caseof three species-groups.Sincethe preliminary conditions were fulfilled entirely here, the results should not differ. The significelncelevels
basedon 12distribution and randomizationwith randomgroup sizeswere
similar. The randomization with fixed group sizesproved to be more rigorous becausehere an insufficient condition (size of groups) was used
which diminished the number of possible different groupings. Therefore,
only the random group method was used further.
When the number of groups is nine, the difference between signific€rncelevels of G2statisticsbased on randomization and hypothetical distribution were negligible despite the fact that the preliminary conditions of
the test are not fulfilled entirely as seenabove.But there are severaldifferences between significance levels of canonical correlation coefficients
which could be mentioned. Only the fust canonical correlations were
higher than the critical value based on the hypothetical distribution.
Whereasthe first four canonicalcorrelationsproved to be significant based
on the randomization test. This means that four axes should be used,
which cannot be regarded as an effective information compressing.On the
other hand if only three species-groupswere applied there was only one
significant canonical correlation coefficient, therefore it was sufficient to
intelpret only the first axis. Moreover, the number of species-groupshad
little effect on the values of first canonicalcorrelation coefficients.Its value
was 0.4008in the caseof nine species-groupsand 0.3705in the caseof three
species-groups.
Shortly summarizing the main results of this section we can say that
the appropriate randomization test is the random group sizesmethod. The
fact that preliminary conditions did not fulfil entirely had only little effect
on the significancelevel of G2statistics,but the robustnessof the statistical
test of canonical correlation coefficientswas significantly smaller. The effectivenessof the method may be increasedby the decreaseof number of
species-groups.

Which indicator values should belong to the same group?
Sometimesthe answer to this question is not so trivial. For examplewe
wanted to study R indicator values of the data set used in the previous sec-
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Table2
The F makix of the first casein the analvsis of R indicator values

I

26.7

58.2

47.8

29.8

31.1

40.4

25.8

35.5

77.7

63.6

2

17.6

42.1

38.8

33.2

24.5

29.1,

34.7

45.3

24.2

36.6

3

24.6

43.9

42.4

4.4

33.6

47.5

38.4

65.9

u.7

5r.2

Ilg qpTi""-gtoups 6uethe following: 1. acidophilous and acidofrequent species (R3, R4
$),_2,.plants living mostly neutral 6ib (nO), 3-.basiphilous and basifrequdnt species (R7,
R8, R9). It can be seenthat in six groups of species(I, fi, il, V, VI and X) th:eimpohance values of both acidofrequent (R1) and ba-sifrequent(R3)higher than the groups ofneutral reaction indicators

tion. Basedon the results of the previous sectionwe tried to establishthree
species€roups.Therewere two solutions which were acceptablefrom a biological point of view. The fust: 1..acidophilous and acidofrequent species
(R3,R4 R5),2.plantslivingmostly on neutral soils (R5),3.basiphilous and
basifrequent species(RZ R8, R9); the second: L. extremely acidophilous
species(R3,R4),2. plants living mostly on neutral soils, including slightly
acidophilous and slightly basiphilous species (R5, R6, RZ), 3. extremely
basiphilous species(R8, R9).
The two possibilities were compared. First it can be stated that in the
first casethe preliminary conditions of 262
test are entirely fulfilled, but in
the other case there are cells whose values are smaller than the critical
value. That is why the significance levels were computed by randomization test. In first caseG2= 27.229,which does not prove to be significant.
When the secondpartition of specieswas regarded, the G2value was sigTable3
The F matrix of the second casein the analvsis of R indicator values

|

2.930 ffi.57 n35

4.ffi4 25.78 48.34

2

0.00 64.46 l6.tl
23.24 46.88 39.20 30.29 26.85 33.02 28.50 y.09 18.&

3

22.82 40.71 39.35 47.19 31.21. 44.10 35.62 61.06 32.23 47.49
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Table4
An artificial data mahix with 3 species-grouPs(a, b, c) and 3 relevd-Sroups (L II, IID

a

b

c

m

II

I
1

1

1

I

I

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

I

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

I

1

1

1

0

0

0

I

1

1

0

0

0

1

I

I

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

I

I

1

1

I

0

0

0

I

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

I

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

I

1

I

1

The relev6s are in the columns, the species are in the rows. The gloups are separated by
lines.The datamatrix is well structurcd(G2= 43.79,p<0.1"h).Thebimodalityinthe second
group yields that the two canonical correlation coefficients are equal (& = & = 0.5)

nificantly higher (G'?= 159,547,p< 0.1%).The causeof differencescould be
understood if the two F matrixes were examined in detail. In the caseof the
6rst partitioning of speciesthere were six relev6-grouPswhere both the
first (acidophilous) and the third (basiphilous) grouPs have high values
(Table 2). It can be explained first of all by the fact that sligthly acidofrequent and slightlybasifrequent speciescan co-occuron soilswith nearly
neutral pH (seeTable 3). Therefore,it is ProPerthat in the secondPartition
they are regarded asindicators of neutral pH. This examPleshows,that the
partitioning of species, which seen$ biologically meaningful in theory,
rray prove to be inapproPriate in practice.
ln general, if there are many relev6-groups, where distribution of F
values is bimodal (e.g.i. the caseof three grouPs both fust and third F valuesare higher than the second)the partitioning of speciesis probably inappropriate. In spite of bimodality the contingency table may be well structured (e.g. Table 4). In such casesthe second canonical coffelation is not
significantly smaller than the first, so it is not enough to use the first axis. It
is connectedwith using correspondenceanalysis,which method is applicable to analyse unimodal distributions (ter Braak and Prentice 1988).In
non-equilibrium cases,of course,the bimodality of distribution may be biologically meaningfuf when the speciesof two successionalphasestempo-
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rarily co-occur. The two types of bimodality (biologically meaningful or
consequenceof wrong partitioning of the species)cannot be distinguished
by *y statistical test, only by the personal judgement of the researcher.

Conclusion
The partitioning of species strongly influences the final results. We
reconunend that if the F value is small, the number of species-groupsmust
be decreased.Due to the decreasingnumber of groups the probability of
fulfilling the preliminary conditions of 292
test increase.
If the conditions of statistical test do not fulfil the significance levels
can be establishedby random models. We compared two possiblerandom
models and concluded that the "random group size" method is more appropriate.
If there are more than one possible partition of specieswith the same
number of groups, the one with rare data bimodality should be chosen. In
non-equilibrium communities the bimodality of distribution may be biologicallymeaningful. Of course,this type of bimodalityshouldnotbe eliminated from the analvsis.
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